
At a Jan. 22 Science Café in the

Lafayette Library and Learning

Center’s Community Hall, 130 peo-

ple lined up to see one of cosmol-

ogy’s stars. University of California,

Berkeley, Astronomy Professor Alex

Filippenko packed the house, draw-

ing a novice-to-expert audience for

his “Dark Energy and the Runaway

Universe” presentation.

      

As a member of not one, but two,

Nobel Prize-winning teams credited

with discovering the accelerating ex-

pansion of the universe, Filippenko

has heft in the field. His nine-time po-

sition as “Best Professor” and multi-

ple “Best Course” recognitions from

students on the Cal campus adds the

younger set’s stamp of approval.

Tack on his hundreds of public lec-

tures, newscast and contributions to

publications and television documen-

taries and you have the human equiv-

alent of a supernova.

      

Or maybe, a superstar, which

would please the pun-loving Filip-

penko, who began his lecture dis-

cussing a recent attempt to vomit.

      

Invited to fly with the Bay Area’s

Blue Angels, Filippenko recalled the

experience. “Most people ask me,

‘Did I throw up?’ I tried to. Twice. I

figured, if I throw up in a controlled

way, then I won’t throw up suddenly,

unexpectedly,” he laughed.

      

Shifting to more serious matters,

Filippenko explained why his name

was not on the 2007 and 2011 Nobel

Prizes. “Only three people can share

the prizes,” he said. “There were 51

people on the two teams.” 

      

To counter what he said is a mis-

perception—that science is an asocial

activity—he told the audience how

the three winners spent much of their

prize money to fly all of the team to

attend Nobel Week 2011. “Science is

one of the most interactive things I

know of. It’s a wonderful exchange

of ideas that allows progress to be

made much more quickly than when

you pursue it alone,” he said.

      

Cosmology, he emphasized, is

the study of the structure and evolu-

tion of the universe as a whole—and

not to be confused with another,

nearly identically-named field.

      

“Among the general public,

there’s confusion between cosmol-

ogy and cosmetology, the study of

hairdos and facials,” he joked, dis-

playing an image of an ad promoting

hair and skin care education at an er-

roneously copy-written “cosmology”

class.

      

Seeking to answer questions such

as, Is the universe infinite? What is

its age? and What are its fundamental

building blocks? Filippenko rattled

through an initial list of facts.

      

“It began 13.7 billion years ago,”

he said. “It’s built out of enormous

galaxies, and not just a few of them.

There’s something like 100 billion

galaxies … and that’s just in the parts

we can see.”

      

Showing images taken by the

Hubble Space Telescope after it

“stared” at one spot in the sky for ten

days and nights, the thousands of

galaxies drew gasps and raised eye-

brows from some in the audience.

“They pay us to sit around and count

galaxies,” Filippenko joked. “Pretty

cushy job, huh?”

      

Any impression of astronomers

free-floating was quickly dispelled as

he described Edwin Hubble’s

methodology for measuring distances

between galaxies and research lead-

ing to the confirmation of “redshift”

in beams of light. “(The discoveries)

meant nearby galaxies are moving

away at some speed, but the more

distant galaxies are moving away at

even faster rates,” Filippenko said.

“Anything that’s not tied down,

stretches. Space is actually getting

bigger.”

      

Science Café presenters often

have one foot in a vaudevillian, enter-

taining land of miracles, and the other,

in a densely-informative, scientific

maze. Filippenko spread his subject

across both as he riffed on Cal-Stan-

ford rivalry one moment, then spoke

at length on the deep physics of the

universe. Audience questions focused

on boundaries: alternate universes;

forces known and unknown. Did the

universe begin with a bang? What

will happen if it re-collapses?

      

Filippenko said it’s up to the

young people to find those answers.

Top among their studies should be

defining the “dark energy” scientists

now believe constitutes 73 percent of

the universe. “We really don’t know

what (it) is. What we thought was

empty space is dark energy.”

      

A century after Albert Einstein

came up with – and ultimately aban-

doned – his idea that an anti-gravita-

tional force kept the universe from

expanding at an infinitely accelerating

rate, and without it would either ex-

plode in a hot, cataclysmic event or

collapse into a cold, black void, Filip-

penko left much to be discovered by

future generations.
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BIG BAND
BALL ROOM DANCE/SHOW

y
Call 284-7404 for reservations

Come swing with your friends and neighbors
or just watch the show!

Tickets $10 at the door 
or at the Lafayette Chamber of Commerce

The New Rheem Theatre
350 Park Street, Moraga

Dance Lessons - optional from  7 PM to 8 PM
The dance will start at 8:00 PM 
Cocktail bar opens at 7:30 PM. 

Please join our 31 member band ages 14 to 92 
and enjoy the show.

Friday, February 8th

Free Dance Lessons

‘Dark Energy’ Lecture at
LLLC Illuminates World
of  Cosmology
By Lou Fancher

AT HOME

Our mission is to provide personalized care,
help maintain independence and

enhance our client’s quality of life
on a daily basis.

• Fully bonded and insured
• Geriatric care management
• Hourly care     
• Live-in care
• Transportation to and from

medical appointments
• Medication reminders 

3645 Mt. Diablo Blvd., Suite D Lafayette
(beside Trader Joe’s)

www.excellentcareathome.com
Call to schedule a free assessment and plan care review.    925-284-1213

Thank you for recycling this paper. It
is printed on at least 50% recycled
material and vegetable based ink

and should be recycled again. 

Upcoming Lectures at LLLC
Alta Bates Summit Medical Center – What Has Happened to My
Good Night’s Sleep?
Tuesday, Feb. 5, 6:30 to 8 p.m., Community Hall
Neurologist and sleep medicine specialist Joanna Cooper, MD, will
explain why sleep is so important, how sleep patterns change over
time, what disorders might be affecting your sleep and how to get
the help you need to maximize your chances of a good night’s
sleep.  Free.  To reserve your space, call (510) 869-6737.

“The Race for Space: International Law and Protocol in the
Final Frontier”
Wednesday, Feb. 6, 7 to 8 p.m., Community Hall
SETI Institute Senior Research Scientist Dr. Margaret Race will dis-
cuss how international policies for planetary protection and re-
sponsible exploration have guided activities in outer space since
the earliest years of the Space Age. She'll also share her perspective
and involvement in current international efforts to update proto-
cols for future space activities, including those applicable to com-
mercial ventures and long term human outposts. Cost: $8
members, $10 non-members, students free. For reservations visit
the World Affairs Council of the East Bay website at www.ItsYour-
World.org or call (415) 293-4600.

Science Café – Plants, Perfumes and Poisons
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 7 to 8 p.m., Community Hall
Dr. Margareta (Greti) Sequin, author, plant enthusiast and lecturer
emerita at San Francisco State University, comes to the LLLC to
share her vast knowledge of California native flora and their pleas-
ing and poisonous properties. On a virtual walk, Sequin will lead
the group to look at plants that contain defensive substances and
examine their molecular structures, and explore the connections
with human uses of these plant substances, such as commercial
fragrances or medicines. Admission: $5/person. For info, call (925)
283-6513, ext. 101 or email reserve@LLLCF.org.
For information about additional events, visit www.lafayettelib.org.

Imet David during pre-surgery tours of ManorCare Walnut Creek
and Tice Valley.  He was finally having a knee replacement after years
of discomfort and increasing pain.  David’s question isn’t uncommon,

most patients new to rehab have questions about the different therapy
disciplines they’ll be working with at ManorCare.  Orthopedic patients
like David will participate in an intensive rehab program including both
physical and occupational therapy (PT and OT, respectively).  

Your PT program has four main components: Pain management and reduction, neurological
rehabilitation, range of motion, and increased strength and endurance.  Your PT is trained in multiple
modalities of pain management, including electrical stimulation therapy, or E-stim.  E-stim is one way
to enhance your recovery and decrease pain associated with injury, surgery or nerve damage.  You will
work on walking, transfers (getting out of bed!), stairs and exercises specific to your recovery needs.  
Like the PT program, your OT sessions will be based on comprehensive evaluations of your prior level of
function, current level of function, and ultimate goals for “graduating” and going home.  As I explained to
David and others with similar questions, the “occupational” in OT refers to the tasks required for living,
not for a specific job. Your Occupational Therapist will work with you to adapt your environment should
you need to (i.e. utilizing a shower chair or a reacher). You’ll learn how to safely perform Activities of Daily
Living (things like bathing, dressing, managing a kitchen, homemaking) both during your recovery and
after you have gone home so that you can get back to your life safely and successfully. 
While David doesn’t need Speech Therapy, this discipline is part of some treatment programs.  A Speech
Language Pathologist focuses on diseases of communication and speech.  Depending on your needs, a
SLP will work on cognitive exercises, swallowing techniques, or determining helpful communication
techniques both for you and for those communicating with you. 
David’s individual treatment program included both PT and OT.  His PT helped him learn how to
navigate stairs and long distances without injuring his new joint.  His OT taught him how to safely get
dressed, take a shower and live as independently as possible in his home.  I called David at home to
check in, and he tells me that he is strong and independent!  The best thing he told me: “I couldn’t have
done it without Joe and Maria”.  Joe was his PT and Maria his OT.  This is the best part of my job:
hearing how great people are doing after they graduate and go back to their lives.

A leader in rehabilitation and skilled nursing  

“My surgeon says I’ll need
physical and occupational therapy.
I’m retired—why do I need
occupational therapy?”  David, 73

For more information please visit www.manorcare.com. 
For a short video visit us on YouTube: www.youtube.com/hcrmanorcare

ManorCare Walnut Creek 
1226 Rossmoor Parkway 
Walnut Creek, CA 94595, 925.975.5000
Walnutcreek@manorcare.com

ManorCare Tice Valley 
1975 Tice Valley Blvd
Walnut Creek, CA 94595, 925.906.0200
ticevalley@manorcare.com

Samira Davi is a Nurse Liaison for
ManorCare Health Services in Walnut
Creek.  Samira has over 10 years of
experience working in health care in
Contra Costa County, which has gained
her a wide view of what is important to
the health care consumer. She will be
posting common questions and
comments in each issue of the Lamorinda
Weekly.  You are welcome to contact
Samira directly at 925.270.8766

Samira
Says




